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It is important to look after our back so we protect our spine from 
damage. 
We can injure our back if we have poor posture, if we don’t stretch 
enough before playing sport and even if we carry too much weight in 
our school backpack.
Make sure you go to a doctor if you have regular back pain. 
READ Back-up plan on page 24

ACTIVITy 1 
BuIlDIng READIng skIlls

• skimming and scanning for information.

• reading headings, text boxes and pictures.

• reading for meaning.

• making connections between the text and your world.

 There are three levels of comprehension questions:

 literal  The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

 Inferred  You need to make links between sentences and graphics  
    (such as illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know. 

 Applied  The answer is in your background knowledge,  
    what you already know or feel.

 

 1  The text box at the bottom of the centre column tells us that       
                            (inferred)                                     

             you can prevent back pain by gaining weight.

              back pain is not affected by smoking.   

              it is not necessary to do any additional exercises to relieve back pain. 

             having good posture is one way to prevent back pain. 

 2  Which of these is not true?        (inferred) 
                          

              In our modern world, we are often less active than before.   

              Back pain is usually caused by an injury to the back. 

              Back pain is always caused by wearing very light backpacks to school.  

              You should keep a good posture at all times to avoid back pain. 

Shade 
one bubble.
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 3  What is the relationship between the photo and the main text?             
                (inferred)

 4  Why has the text included quotes from Dr simon Floreani from the Chiropractors  
  Association of Australia?

 5  The text says: Despite back injuries being so prevalent,  
  back health is generally neglected.  
  In this sentence, prevalent means           (applied)

             they hardly ever occur

            they occur a lot

             painful

             expensive to cure

 6  The text says: Pain is a fire alarm that tells you that something is wrong.  
  In this sentence, Pain is a fire alarm means                                 (applied)

              a fire alarm goes off when you are in pain.

              a little voice warns you that you are in pain.

              you should ignore the warning signs of pain.

              pain is the body’s way to warn you that something is wrong.

 7  What is the overall purpose for writing this text?                      (applied)

Write 
your answer
on the lines.

Shade 
one bubble.

Write 
your answer
on the lines.
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ACTIVITy 2 
lAnguAgE ConvEnTIons – sPEllIng

 1  The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.   
  Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.

  Many people will experiense back pain in their life. 

 Injurys can occur from poor posture. 

 We often don’t move our bodys correctly.  

 Overstretching may lead to back mussel injury. 

 2  Each sentence has one word that is incorrect. 
  Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

 It is important to maintane a proper posture.

 He reccommends a good website. 

 We need to keep out backs strait. 

 We need to lift heavy items safeley. 

ACTIVITy 3 
lAnguAgE ConvEnTIons – gRAMMAR

 1  Which words correctly complete this sentence?

                                 you wear a backpack to school, make sure it isn’t too heavy                                 
you don’t injure your back .

              Whether  when

              If    so

              Because  but

              Which  so

Write 
your answer 
in the box.

Shade 
one bubble.
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 2  Which word correctly completes this sentence?

 Back injuries can be expensive to treat;                        we need to look after our back 
health.

              besides

              however

              therefore

              otherwise

 3  Which word is missing from the second sentence?

 The backpack was quite light.                         , he was still careful not to damage his back.  
 

              While

              Whereas

              However

              Although

ACTIVITy 4 
lAnguAgE ConvEnTIons – PunCTuATIon

 1  An apostrophe has been left out of this sentence. 
  Where does the missing apostrophe go?

 Its important not to ignore warnings, such as back aches and pains.   

 

 2  What punctuation is missing from the end of this sentence?

 Did you know that you should never carry more than 10% of your body weight in your 
school backpack       

               comma ( , )

              question mark ( ? )

              ellipsis points ( ... )

              exclamation mark ( ! )

Shade 
one bubble.

Shade 
one bubble.
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ACTIVITy 5 
WRITIng An EXPosITIon

 An Exposition is a type of Argument text that states one point of view about an issue 
Here is how Expositions are typically structured: 

ARguMEnT Type social Purpose stages Phases

Exposition       argues one  point 
      of view about 
      an issue

Thesis

Arguments

Restatement

preview

evidence

statistics

quotes

examples

elaborations

review

conclusions

 ToPIC - school students need to take more care of their backs. 
Write an EXPOSITION to argue your reasons.

 Think about:

• examples, statistics, elaborations and  other evidence to support your ideas.

 Remember to:

• research your topic and plan your writing.

• choose your arguments carefully.

• give reasons for your arguments.

• give examples to support your arguments.

• write in sentences.

• pay attention to your spelling and punctuation. 

• use a new paragraph for each new idea.

• choose your words carefully to convince a reader of your opinions.

• check and edit your writing so that it is clear for a reader.

 For more information about back health, head to 

 www.straightenupaustralia.com.au
 www.whatsyourposture.com.au

Write 
your idea
on a paper.


